Introduction
Let M be a smooth, closed, connected and 3-connected mod 2 manifold, whose dimension n is congruent to 7 mod 8 . By MasseyPeterson [5] Immersion in Euclidean spaces 2 1 7 It is appropriate at this point to say that all the theorems in Ng [7] hold with the operation ty 5 replaced by $,. . This is readily deduced from the generating class theorem of Thomas C? 7] 
5'
Now assume n > 15 . According to [9 ] , H*(Bspin r,) is a polynomial algebra in dimension < n-4 generated by the universal mod 2
Stiefel-Whitney classes A = {w. | 4 < i < n-7 and i is not of the form
in dimension n-6 for n of the form 7+2 corresponding to the vanish-
the polynomial algebra over 2Z g generated by A . For a monomial available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700026496 Immersion in E u c l i d e a n s p a c e s . As convention we define 1(0) = °° . Consider F as an A algebra via the Wu formula, the relations
is an A-isomorphism in dimension S n-7 . Thus we can consider x' and
So we may assume 2 1 3 that S-Cx'; = Jlft/'; = 2 since Sq Sq W , = Sq U 7 = 0 e fl^Bspin J .
Let G be the subalgebra of F generated by monomials of length 2 .
2 1 Then by using the Wu formula we see that elements in (Sq Sq G) . are of the form where n-7 = 8k and 1 S j < (n-9) /4 n-6 Table 2 The n -p o s t n i k o v tower for ir ; Sspin " -»• S s p i n , In [7] we have defined a stable tertiary operation Q realizing thê -invariant k. of Table 1 We have the following theorem when the top dimensional tertiary obstruction has trivial indeterminacy. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let N > n and n be an N-plane bundle over M with W.(T\) = w AM) = 0 . Suppose Sq (vj-n) + v (-T)) = 0 and

Immersion Theorems
Let M' be a closed, connected and smooth spin manifold of dimension n = 7 mod 8 with n > 7 . Following Massey-Peterson [5] we deduce that . is defined by Table 2 . 
